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A B S T R A C T

Urban ﬁne particulate matter (PM2.5) pollution has been the subject of great concern, due to its remarkable adverse effects on public health. However, quantitative investigations of the spatial concentration trends from
urban to background areas are still lacking. The urban particulate matter island (UPI) effect, referring to the phenomenon that higher particle concentrations in urban areas are gradually attenuated to background areas, is
found and investigated in this study. UPI intensity (UPII) and its footprint (UPIFP) are deﬁned to quantify the
magnitude and extent of UPI, respectively. Based on observations from 338 Chinese prefectures for
2000–2015, we conﬁrm the existence of the UPI effect, and further reveal its spatiotemporal patterns. We ﬁnd
that: 1) 84% (283/338) of the cities in China in various city levels and climatic zones showed the UPI phenomenon
during 2000–2015, and this phenomenon is closely related to the land-use/cover patterns between the urban
area and surrounding areas; 2) different spatial patterns of UPI effect are apparent, with high UPII values and
small UPIFP values in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, moderate UPII values and large UPIFP values in northern China,
the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtze River Delta, and high UPII and UPIFP values in the Western Taiwan Straits
region; 3) UPI mitigation can be observed nationwide, with signiﬁcant decreasing trends for both UPII and UPIFP,
beneﬁting from the increase in urban green spaces and the built-up proportion differences between urban and
suburban areas during urbanization. Additionally, it is indicated that more urban residents and faster urban expansion correspond to a steeper decline of UPII in China during 2000–2015. The existence and characteristics of
the UPI effect in China will allow new insight and understanding of urban pollution patterns, and will provide scientiﬁc evidence for urban planning and pollution control.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Anthropogenic activities are transforming the agriculture-dominated
rural society to an industry-dominated urban society at an unprecedented
rate worldwide (Wu, 2008; Seto et al., 2011), which is also known as “urbanization”. By 2010, more than half of the global population lived in
urban areas, and the proportion is projected to reach 66.4% by 2050
(WUP, 2014). Accelerating urbanization has profoundly modiﬁed the
Earth's systems (Wu et al., 2011) and damaged the ecological environment (Cumming et al., 2014), triggering severe environmental problems
such as air pollution (Larkin et al., 2016), urban heat islands (Zhou et al.,
2014a), global climate change (Grimm et al., 2008), water pollution
(Noorhosseini et al., 2017), and infectious diseases (Zhu et al., 2011).
Moreover, as long as the urban population continues to grow, the rapid
pace of urbanization will not stop (Angel et al., 2011), signifying huge potential threats to human health. As one of the most alarming problems,
ﬁne particulate matter (PM2.5) pollution in many urban areas has been
the subject of great concern, due to its remarkable adverse effects on public health (Pope et al., 2011; J. Liu et al., 2016). It has been shown that air
pollution, mostly PM2.5, leads to 3.3 million premature deaths annually
worldwide (Lelieveld et al., 2015). Therefore, to provide evidence for
urban pollution control, a better understanding of the characteristics of
urban PM2.5 pollution is of great importance.
Owing to the diversity of human activities and the local climate conditions (Rubel and Kottek, 2010), urban areas and their surrounding
areas can exhibit signiﬁcantly heterogeneous distributions of PM2.5 concentration in different cities. From the perspective of anthropogenic activities, on the one hand, the massive manmade emissions in urban
areas can aggravate the pollution and result in higher concentrations
than their surrounding areas (Bressi et al., 2013). On the other hand, however, human efforts in urban pollution control, beneﬁting from ecological
urban construction, can reduce PM2.5 concentrations in urban areas,
which may even display lower concentrations than their surrounding
areas, especially in the regions with a harsh environment (Rowe, 2011).
In terms of climate conditions, natural climatic factors can further complicate the pollution distribution. For instance, the sea–land breeze can have
a remarkable impact on PM2.5 distribution in coastal areas (Ding et al.,
2004), while human activities during rapid urbanization can have noticeable effects on regional climate and disrupt the pollution transfer (Karl
and Trenberth, 2003; Zhou et al., 2004). Therefore, whether and how
urban PM2.5 concentrations are higher than their surrounding areas still
needs to be revealed. In this context, the speciﬁc PM2.5 concentration patterns between urban areas and their surrounding areas require quantitative investigation, to allow us to produce guidelines for further urban
planning and environmental protection.
Previous research compared PM2.5 concentrations in urban and rural
areas in a single city or several cities, based on the ground monitoring
sites (Querol et al., 2004; Aldabe et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2017). However,
the inconsistency in ground observations (i.e., caused by relocations of
sites or instrumental updates) and disturbed environment around the
sites (e.g., construction areas or roads) may lead to great uncertainties
(Yin and Harrison, 2008). In recent years, the application of remote
sensing techniques has evolved greatly in air quality studies (Hoff and
Christopher, 2009). Utilizing the satellite derived data, the PM2.5 concentration differences between urban and non-urban areas were quantiﬁed (Han et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the quantitative measure about
the extent of surrounding areas affected by urban pollution is still lacking. Investigation of the transport pathways of air pollutants, such as
back-trajectory analysis (Kong et al., 2010; Orza et al., 2012; Salvador
et al., 2008), is an effective way to understand the areas inﬂuenced by
pollution sources. For example, by detecting the long-range transport
of air pollutants and identifying dominant ﬂow patterns, backtrajectory analysis can help determine potential source regions of aerosol tracers and assess the areas affected by pollution transportation
(Kabashnikov et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2016). However,
back-trajectory analysis is usually applied to regional-scale monitoring

and extreme PM events (Hua et al., 2015; J. Zhou et al., 2016), and
there are great uncertainties in the trajectory calculations resulting
from numerical truncation, inaccurate wind ﬁeld data or ambiguous
speciﬁcation of the starting positions (Stohl, 1998; Stohl et al., 2001).
Moreover, the speciﬁc concentration trends from urban areas to their
surrounding areas have not been portrayed. To our knowledge,
Crutzen (2004), which hypothesized the spatial decay of urban pollution and attributed it to human energy production, might be the one
of few studies to mention the pollution trends. However, there is no
quantitative measurement of the pollution patterns from urban to surrounding areas.
In this paper, considering that cities are the major container of both
air pollutants and heat energy (Grimm et al., 2008), we aim to investigate whether air pollution presents similar characteristics to heat in
urban areas (i.e., the urban heat island effect), and introduce a new concept, namely, the urban particulate matter island (UPI) effect. This effect
is clearly deﬁned for the ﬁrst time, referring to the phenomenon that
higher particle concentrations in urban areas are gradually attenuated
to background areas. Two metrics—the UPI intensity (UPII) and its footprint (UPIFP)—are designed to quantitatively delineate the UPI phenomenon. UPII quantiﬁes the particle concentration difference
between urban and background regions, and UPIFP describes the affected areas. By the use of these two metrics, both the magnitude and
extent of the UPI effect can be measured.
In the existing literature, numerous studies have documented that
PM2.5 concentrations vary substantially across space and time (Van
Donkelaar et al., 2010; Boys et al., 2014; Y.G. Wang et al., 2014; Peng
et al., 2016; Hsu et al., 2017), which suggests that the UPI effect might
also have great spatiotemporal variations. Satellite remote sensing
should be a suitable approach for characterizing the spatiotemporal patterns of the UPI effect, supporting a relatively long-term investigation
(i.e., since 2000) (Boys et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2014). Meanwhile, it is
also capable of providing ﬁne spatial resolution images to distinguish
urban centers from their surrounding areas (Van Donkelaar et al.,
2015, 2016). Thus, a comprehensive study of the spatiotemporal patterns of the UPI effect, including UPII and UPIFP, can be investigated in
this study, on the basis of remote sensing data.
Compared with other countries in the world, China has experienced
the most rapid urbanization over the past three decades (United
Nations, 2014), and has also experienced high PM2.5 concentrations in
many cities (Van Donkelaar et al., 2010). It has been shown that 76%
of the total Chinese urban residents (501 million) were affected by the
PM2.5 hazard in 2010 (He et al., 2016), and it is a problem of growing importance since the proportion of the urban population in China is
projected to increase to 73% by 2050 (United Nations, 2012). Meanwhile, as the development status and climatic conditions are diverse
across Chinese cities, the impact of urbanization on the UPI effect in
China is heterogeneous. Consequently, China is an ideal area to explore
the existence of the UPI effect, as well as its spatiotemporal patterns.
There are three main research questions addressed in this paper:
1) Does the UPI phenomenon exist in China?
2) If yes, at what magnitude and extent?
3) How has the UPI effect changed over the last decade?
Based on the observations from 338 Chinese prefectures for
2000–2015, we explored the existence of the UPI effect in each city
with an exponential decay model (Bellander et al., 2001). The spatiotemporal patterns of UPII and UPIFP were further established to examine the magnitude and extent of the UPI effect, respectively. In
addition, given the heterogeneous nature of the UPI effect in China,
the prefecture-level cities were divided into several groups (i.e., ﬁve
city levels and ﬁve climatic zones), according to their population sizes
and climatic conditions. The results of this study will help to deepen
our understanding of urban pollution patterns, and will guide urban
planning and pollution control.
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2. Study area
China, which has experienced rapid urbanization, and also severe
urban PM2.5 pollution in recent years (Van Donkelaar et al., 2010;
United Nations, 2014), was selected as the study area in this research.
Considering the diverse urbanization development levels and the complicated climatic conditions between cities, the 338 prefecture-level cities in China were employed to characterize the regional variation of the
UPI effect, as well as its spatiotemporal dynamics.
Based on the Köppen-Geiger climate classiﬁcation system (Rubel
and Kottek, 2010), the study area was divided into ﬁve climatic zones
(Fig. 1). These ﬁve climatic zones are characterized by diverse climatic
conditions (e.g., temperature and precipitation): the equatorial and
warm (EW) zone has a warm and fully humid temperate climate or
equatorial monsoonal climate; the warm (W) zone features a warm
temperate climate with dry winter and warm summer; the arid
(A) zone has a cold and arid climate; the snow (S) zone is a snow climate type with dry winter; and the tundra and snow (TS) zone, at the
Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, belongs to the tundra and snow climate, with
cold winter and cool summer. In this study, the urban population size
in 2010 (available at: http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/pcsj/) was used to
categorize all the prefectures into ﬁve levels: ≥10 million (super city,
Level 1), 3–10 million (mega city, Level 2), 1–3 million (large city,
Level 3), 0.5–1 million (medium city, Level 4), and b0.5 million (small
city, Level 5) (F. Niu et al., 2013).
3. Methods and materials
3.1. Extraction of urban and background areas
The method proposed by Zhou et al. (2015) was adopted for delineation of the urban areas in our study, based on the land-cover map
(China's Land Use/Cover Datasets (CLUDs) covering built-up and
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water classes) (see Supplementary materials Text S1 for details), prefectural boundaries (Hijmans et al., 2010), and elevation data (Van Zyl,
2001). Speciﬁcally, for each city, 12 buffer zones emanating outward
from the urban area were gradually generated, with each covering
half the size of the urban area (Fig. 2). The areas of the buffer zones
that overlap with other buffers were removed in our experiments. In
each buffer zone, pixels that were labeled as water bodies or those
with elevations exceeding the highest point in the urban area by 50 m
were excluded, as they might overshadow the urbanization effect on
PM2.5 pollution (Wang et al., 2008). The natural background was deﬁned as the three farthest buffer zones, as suggested in Zhou et al.
(2015). To monitor the temporal dynamics, urban and buffer areas
from each CLUD annual map (i.e., every ﬁve years: 2000, 2005, 2010,
2015) were hypothesized to represent those areas in the most recent
period, i.e., 2000–2002, 2003–2007, 2008–2012, and 2013–2015, respectively (D. Zhou et al., 2015, 2016).

3.2. PM2.5 concentration difference
The annual mean PM2.5 concentration dataset (website: http://ﬁzz.
phys.dal.ca/~atmos/martin/, spatial resolution: 1 km) was estimated
by combining aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR), and the Sea-viewing Wide Field-ofview Sensor (SeaWiFS) instrument. For each satellite source, the total
column retrievals of AOD were related to near-ground PM2.5 using the
Goddard Earth Observing System chemical (GEOS-Chem) transport
model (Van Donkelaar et al., 2010), and were then calibrated to global
ground-based observations of PM2.5 by geographically weighted regression (GWR) (Boys et al., 2014; Van Donkelaar et al., 2015, 2016). The
datasets were highly consistent with the ground measurement (R2 =
0.81), which hence endorses the rationality of the application of this

Fig. 1. Locations of the 338 prefectures with different city levels and climatic zones in China. The ﬁve colors represent the ﬁve climatic zones (i.e. equatorial and warm (EW), warm (W),
arid (A), snow (S), and tundra and snow (TS)). The circles with different sizes indicate the ﬁve city levels, with the larger size corresponding to a higher city level in terms of population.
This map was generated using ArcGIS 10.0 software (www.esri.com/software/arcgis).
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Fig. 2. The delineation of the urban area and the 12 buffer zones, using Beijing as an example. (A) Landsat Thematic Mapper false color image in May 20, 2010. (B) Annual average PM2.5
concentration in 2010. (C) Land-cover map from the CLUD for 2010, with a spatial resolution of 30 m. The black line represents the border of the urban area, and the land within the border
is regarded as the urban area. The white lines represent the border of the buffers (the area for each of them is set to half the urban area). The maps were generated using ArcGIS 10.0 (www.
esri.com/software/arcgis).

dataset. A subset covering China from 2000 to 2015 was adopted in this
study.
For each city, ΔCi, deﬁned as the PM2.5 concentration difference between the i-th buffer area Ci and background area Cb, was calculated
with the following equation:
ΔC i ¼ C i −C b ; C b ¼ medianðC 10 ; C 11 ; C 12 Þ;
i ¼ f0…12g

ð1Þ

where C0 represents the PM2.5 concentration in the urban area, and Cb is
the median of the mean PM2.5 concentration in the natural background
(i.e., the last three buffer zones), representing the pollution intensity of
the background. The reason for taking the median value is to reduce the
bias due to the possible outlier in the three farthest buffer zones. ΔC is
the set of differential values for all the buffer zones (i.e., a series of ΔCi
values). To examine the trend of ΔC for each city, an exponential
decay model was utilized:
ΔC i ¼ A  e−2si þ C a ;
i ¼ f0…12g

footprint), quantiﬁes the continuously affected extent from urban to
background area, under the condition that ΔC is 5% larger than Ca
(i.e., the asymptotic value of the exponential trend), which is a similar
metric to the deﬁnition of the urban heat island extent (Zhang et al.,
2004). UPIFP represents areas that are prominently affected by the UPI
effect, including both urban and surrounding buffer areas, ranging
from 1 to 7 times the urban area. A high value of UPIFP signiﬁes strong
pollution transfer from the urban area to its surrounding areas. In other
words, the smallest UPIFP value indicates very weak pollution transmission from the urban area to its surrounding areas, and the pollution is
concentrated in the urban area only. Meanwhile, the largest UPIFP
value means that the urban pollution is transported to the furthest
buffer zone (i.e., the 12th buffer in this study) and spreads to seven
times the urban area. In this study, cities with a UPIFP value greater
than the median value (i.e., four times the urban area) were classiﬁed
as the ones with a large range of affected extent. In addition, both metrics were marked as null for the cities without UPI effects.

1

ð2Þ

where i, the indicator of current buffer zones, represents the distance
from the urban area (i.e., 12 buffer zones emanating outward from the
urban area were gradually generated, with each covering half the size
of the urban area), A indicates the maximum concentration difference,
s is the decay rate, and Ca is the asymptotic value of the exponential
trend. F-tests (p = 0.05) were conducted to determine whether the exponential trend of ΔC in each city was signiﬁcant (i.e., the existence of
the UPI phenomenon).
3.3. Metrics of UPI: UPII and UPIFP
For the cities with the UPI phenomenon, two metrics were deﬁned
to quantitatively delineate the UPI effect and its spatiotemporal pattern.
Firstly, UPII (UPI intensity), which reﬂects the magnitude of the UPI effect, can be formulated as:
UPII ¼ C 0 −C b :

ð3Þ

It is a well-known fact that urban pollution are from both natural
and anthropogenic sources (Zhang et al., 2015), in this study, UPII measures the urban pollution level caused by anthropogenic activities by removing the inﬂuence of the natural background. According to the
annual mean threshold for PM2.5 (including both natural and anthropogenic sources) from the World Health Organization (WHO) (i.e., 10 μg/
m3), cities with C0 N 10 μg/m3 and UPII N 5 μg/m3 (i.e., half of 10 μg/m3)
are considered as ones with a high UPII. The second metric, UPIFP (UPI

3.4. Spatiotemporal patterns of the UPI effect
Based on the UPII and UPIFP values, statistics on their annual average
can give us a glimpse of the pollution situation at a national scale. In addition, the differences across city levels and climatic zones, tested by
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher's least signiﬁcant difference (LSD), can measure the variations of UPI across different groups
of cities. Subsequently, linear trend analysis was used to explore the
temporal dynamics of the UPI effect during 2000–2015, including the
overall trend and across different city levels and climatic zones. The
unary linear model is deﬁned as:
UPI j ¼ K  j þ B;
j ¼ f2000…2015g

ð4Þ

where UPIj is the UPII (or UPIFP) in the year of j, K represents the change
rate of UPII (or UPIFP), and B is the bias term in each model. F-tests (p =
0.05) were conducted to determine whether the linear trend of UPI was
signiﬁcant.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. The existence of UPI and correlation with land use/cover
To explore the existence of the UPI effect over the study period, we
measured the trends of ΔC from urban to background areas. Visually,
ΔC of cities in various levels and climatic zones show exponential decreasing trends (Fig. 3). For instance, Beijing (Fig. 3 and Table S1), the
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capital of China, displays an exponentially declining trend of annual average ΔC, with the maximum concentration difference (i.e., A, a close
value of UPII) reaching 13.83 ± 0.77 μg/m3. When taking all 338 cities
into account, ΔC declines exponentially as a function of distance (i) to
1
the urban areas: ΔC ¼ 3:91  e−21:99i þ 0:17, with R2 = 0.98, p b
0.01. In total, 84% (283 of 338) of the cities show exponentially decreasing trends of ΔC from urban to background areas averaged over
2000–2015, and 63% (214/338) of the cities showed the trends during
the whole sixteen-year period (Table S1). These results verify the existence of the UPI phenomenon, i.e., higher particle concentrations in
urban areas are gradually attenuated to background areas.
Previous studies have reported that PM2.5 pollution levels correspond to various land-use/cover types (Han et al., 2015). Here we analyzed the direct affection from land-cover, that is, in view of built-up
(vegetation) proportion in the study areas. In this study, pixels that
were labeled as grass land or forest in CLUDs (China Land Use/Cover
Datasets) are considered as vegetation areas, and those are labeled as
built-up are regarded as built-up areas. Speciﬁcally, the average builtup (vegetation) proportion in the urban and background areas in all
the study cities in 2015 were 43% ± 12% (18% ± 18%) and 8% ± 7%
(39% ± 28%), respectively, accounting for the remarkable concentration
differences between urban and background areas. Several studies, based
on the ground measurements, have indicated the impact of land-use/
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cover density on pollution patterns within urban areas (Weng and
Yang, 2006; Xian, 2007). For example, Weng and Yang (2006) found
that, in Guangzhou, the ground monitoring stations which are far
away from the city center or road showed low pollution concentrations.
Xian (2007) revealed that higher pollution concentrations can be observed in regions with higher urban development intensity (i.e., a
higher percentage of anthropogenic impervious surfaces) in urban
land in Las Vegas. Nonetheless, pollution concentration distribution
from urban areas to their surrounding areas (spatial concentration
trend), as well as the relationship with land-use/cover patterns, has
not been considered in previous studies. In this research, we found
that the PM2.5 pollution level rises with the increment of the anthropogenic land-use density (i.e., the built-up proportion) and demonstrates
an increasing trend toward the city centers (Fig. 4). An urbanbackground gradient exists in the concentration of PM2.5, and the UPI
phenomenon is therefore captured.
In the meantime, there are still 37% (124/338, Table S1) of the cities
with an evident UPI effect during several years or without UPI during
study period, which can be categorized into four situations. For the
ﬁrst situation, the UPI phenomenon was captured in 3% (10/338) of
the cities only in the ﬁrst few years of the study period, due to the abrupt
land-use/cover change in the subsequent years. Taking Jinan (in the W2
region) as an example, a signiﬁcant UPI effect can be observed before

Fig. 3. Trends of ΔC from urban to background areas averaged over 2000–2015 for several example cities in different city levels and climatic zones. The capital letters EW, S, A, TS, and W
represent the ﬁve corresponding climatic zones (i.e. equatorial and warm (EW), snow (S), arid (A), tundra and snow (TS) and warm (W)). The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represent the ﬁve
corresponding city levels, i.e., super city, mega city, large city, medium city, and small city, respectively. The error bars are the standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. PM2.5 concentration and the proportions of built-up and vegetation from urban to background areas (in 2015).

2007. However, after 2007, a large amount of scattered built-up areas
appeared in the urban-rural fringes during the rapid urbanization, leading to a decrease or even disappearance of the UPI phenomenon
(Fig. 5A). In the second situation, in contrast, 1% (4/338) of the cities
showed an evident UPI effect in the later years, due to the gradually increasing land-use/cover difference between urban and neighboring
areas. For example, before 2012, in Shuangyashan, the urban center
was surrounded by several villages and towns. However, from 2013 to
2015, rapid expansion of the built-up areas in the city center directly
led to the occurrence of the signiﬁcant UPI phenomenon from 2013
(Fig. 5B). For the third situation, the UPI effect appeared occasionally
in 24% (80/338) of the cities during 2000–2015, most of which are

coastal cities such as Nantong (in the EW2 region, Fig. 5C). The coastal
cities can be affected by the land–sea breeze, as the distribution of
PM2.5 concentration is associated with the distance to the sea (C. Liu
et al., 2016). For the fourth situation, 9% (30/124) of the cities did not
show UPI in any of the years, most of which are undeveloped cities
such as Nyingchi (in the W5 region, Fig. 5D). The situations of the undeveloped cities are possibly due to their small urban areas and inconspicuous concentration differences between urban and background areas
(Han et al., 2014).
In summary, the UPI phenomenon can be witnessed nationwide in
recent years, owing to the difference of land-use/cover patterns between urban and surrounding areas, under the context of rapid

Fig. 5. Cities with an evident UPI effect in a couple of years or without UPI during 2000–2015, using Jinan (A), Shuangyashan (B), Nantong (C), and Nyingchi prefecture (D) as examples.
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urbanization. Despite the efforts made in air pollution control, the large
amount of pollution emissions in built-up areas during the rapid urbanization can cause the higher PM2.5 concentrations in urban areas than
their surrounding areas (Bressi et al., 2013). The existence of the UPI
phenomenon in most cities demonstrates the dominant role of emissions for affecting the distribution of PM2.5 pollution. Our ﬁndings will
provide scientiﬁc evidence for urban air pollution control in different
cities, and will also provide a comprehensive reference to balancing urbanization and environmental protection for other rapid urbanization
regions/countries.

4.2. Spatial analysis of UPII and UPIFP
By averaging the PM2.5 concentration data over 2000–2015, the
magnitude and the extent of the UPI effect were measured to reﬂect
the overall PM2.5 pollution status of China (Fig. 6). Overall, there are
283 cities with an evident UPI phenomenon (see Table S1 in Supplementary materials for the exponential modeling results of each city),
and the other 55 cities which do not show the UPI phenomenon are
mainly located in western China, environmental protection regions,
and coastal areas. During 2000–2015, China suffered from a severe UPI
problem. Concerning UPII, the values of nearly half of the cities (120/
283) are larger than 5 μg/m3, illustrating the serious urban pollution induced by human activities. These prefectures are mainly located in the
BTH (Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei) region, Zhejiang province, and Fujian province. In particular, the UPII values of seven cities in these regions,
i.e., Beijing, Baoding, Shijiazhuang, Xingtai, Handan, Fuzhou, and Zhangzhou, are more than 12 μg/m3. When looking at the values of UPIFP,
more than half of the cities (160/283) show values between 4.5 and 7,
suggesting strong pollution spread in these cities. In particular, the cities
with UPIFP values in the range of 6 to 7, indicating that neighborhoods
of 6–7 times the urban areas are still affected by the anthropogenic
emissions from the urban areas, are mainly located in northern China
and the southeast coastal cities.
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The UPII and UPIFP values in different city levels and climatic zones
were further investigated (Fig. 7 and Table S2). Across the city levels, the
UPII in cities of a higher level (i.e., more urban residents) is greater than
that in those of lower levels (Fig. 7A, F = 5.822, p b 0.001), while there is
no signiﬁcant difference in UPIFP across the different city levels (Fig. 7C,
F = 0.575, p = 0.681). For instance, the UPII in the super cities (i.e., Level
1) is signiﬁcantly higher than that in the large, medium, and small cities
(Level 3: p b 0.05, Level 4: p b 0.05 and Level 5: p b 0.01). Such results
indicate that aggregated urban population can increase urban pollution
levels, but cannot directly affect the diffusion of the urban pollution. In
view of climatic zones, cities in eastern China (the EW, W, and S
zones) experience a signiﬁcantly higher UPII (Fig. 7B, F = 2.567, p b
0.05), while cities in the EW and A zones have a higher UPIFP (Fig. 7D,
F = 4.951, p b 0.01). In detail, UPII in the TS zone is signiﬁcantly lower
than that in the EW, W, and S zones (EW zone: p b 0.05, W zone: p b
0.05 and S zone: p b 0.01). This reveals that the cities with more rapid
urbanization in eastern China tend to have high UPII, but UPIFP appears
sensitive to regional meteorological conditions, since signiﬁcant differences can be captured among the different climatic zones but not
among the different city levels.
In terms of the distribution characteristics, the spatial patterns of the
UPI effect can be divided into the following categories. Firstly, a high
UPII but small UPIFP, are found in BTH (Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei) (Fig. 6).
As a result of the massive urban pollution emissions (Wang et al.,
2013) and unfavorable dispersion conditions (weak wind and low
boundary layer height) (Miao et al., 2015), PM2.5 pollution concentrates
in the urban areas and has difﬁculty diffusing to the surrounding areas,
which is consistent with the previous ﬁndings of Zhang and Cao (2015).
Meanwhile, the large difference in built-up proportion between the
urban and suburban areas can amplify the energy gradient
(Sherwood, 2002; Offerle et al., 2005), and aggravate the decay of air
pollutants and further dwarf UPIFP (Table S3).
Secondly, the cities in northern China, the PRD (Pearl River Delta)
and YRD (Yangtze River Delta) show moderate UPII values but large
UPIFP values (Fig. 6). Previous works focusing on PM2.5 concentration

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of the UPI effect averaged over 2000–2015. The map was generated using ArcGIS 10.0 software (www.esri.com/software/arcgis).
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Fig. 7. UPII (A and B) and UPIFP (C and D) averaged over 2000–2015 for different city levels and climatic zones. Abbreviations of the city levels: super city (Level 1), mega city (Level 2),
large city (Level 3), medium city (Level 4), and small city (Level 5). The boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, with the whiskers extending to the minimum and maximum values.
The central lines in the boxes are the median values, and the blue pentagrams represent the mean values.

at the whole city scale (i.e., including both the urban area and its background) have reported severe pollution in northern China (Y.G. Wang
et al., 2014; He et al., 2017), whereas a moderate UPII, which indicates
a low urban pollution level (especially in the underdeveloped regions,
e.g., Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia), is observed in this study. The results
suggest less anthropogenic pollution in the urban areas and a high contribution of the pollution in surrounding areas to the pollution in the cities, which is in line with the large UPIFP values in these regions. This is
likely related to the transport of air pollutants by the frequent sandstorms and the sparse vegetation cover (Xu et al., 2006; Salmond
et al., 2013). For cities in the PRD and YRD, the sea breeze can transfer
air pollutants from the coastal cities to the adjacent cities (Ding et al.,
2004; H. Wang et al., 2014). This pollution transfer dilutes the urban
PM2.5 concentration and/or disrupts the pollution distribution (Wu
et al., 2015), causing the weak or non-obvious UPI effect in several
coastal cities. Simultaneously, the pollution from these cities is
transported to the surrounding areas of adjacent coastal cities, which
decreases the concentration difference between the urban and background areas in the adjacent cities, leading to the moderate UPII.
Notably, both high UPII and UPIFP are observed in the WTS (Western
Taiwan Straits) region. Beneﬁting from the government support, advantageous geographical location and abundant resources, this region has
been undergoing accelerated urbanization (Z. Niu et al., 2013; Yin
et al., 2014). Increasing local emissions, such as those caused by

transportation of port cargos are found (Lu et al., 2014; Wu et al.,
2015), accounting for the high UPII. In addition to the severe urban pollution, the high UPIFP is also observed, illustrating the strong transmission of the urban pollution to their surrounding areas. Besides, under
the inﬂuence of the East Asian monsoon circulation characterized by
south-southwest wind in summer and north-northeast wind in the
other three seasons, air pollutants from adjacent developed regions
(i.e., PRD and YRD) can be transported to the WTS region (Hsu et al.,
2010; Yang et al., 2011), aggravating the overall pollution. However,
compared with the other rapidly developing regions, studies of PM2.5
pollution in the WTS region are scarce (Xu et al., 2013). In consideration
of both the severe urban pollution and the wide range of affected areas,
more attention should be paid to this region in the future.
Given the different spatial patterns of the UPI effect, speciﬁc control
measures should be adopted across the diverse regions. In the BTH region, where there is high urban pollution, but relatively small-sized affected areas, attention should be paid to the urban core areas. In
addition to the stringent emission control policies in urban areas
(Zhang et al., 2016), urban landscape conﬁguration may also help to
mitigate the high UPII in this region (Bandeira et al., 2011; Larkin
et al., 2016). For instance, cities with highly compact built-up areas
tend to have lower urban PM2.5 pollution levels, since the more convenient commuting and available mass-transit systems in geometrically
compact cities can help to reduce vehicle emissions (Marshall et al.,
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2005). Moreover, our research demonstrates that, for the cities with
large UPIFP in northern China, it is possible to reduce the spread of
urban pollution by increasing the vegetation cover in the suburban
areas. For cities in southeastern China, most of the coastal cities generally exhibit evident UPI effects, and show diverse UPI patterns due to
the different characteristics of the sea breeze. Considering that the sea
breeze in coastal regions can either worsen or improve regional air quality by trapping or diluting air pollutants (Baumgardner et al., 2006), it
can also affect the pollution distribution, and is conductive to reducing
the UPI effect in some coastal cities. In view of the wide range of affected
surrounding areas in the PRD, YRD, and WTS, study of the complex effect of sea breeze on pollution diffusion will be necessary in further
research.
4.3. Temporal trends of the UPI effect
The UPI dynamics in the cities (184/338) with an evident UPI effect
throughout 2000 to 2015 were explored in this study. Both UPII and
UPIFP show signiﬁcant decreasing trends from 2000 to 2015, with average annual decrease of 0.11 ± 0.01 μg/m3·year and 0.01 ± 0.003 times
the urban area/year, respectively (Fig. 8A, R2 = 0.88, p b 0.01; Fig. 8B, R2
= 0.65, p b 0.01). The national averaged UPII and UPIFP were 6.62 ±
3.90 μg/m3 and 4.36 ± 0.94 times in 2000, but decreased to 5.40 ±
3.24 μg/m3 and 4.19 ± 1.17 times by 2015. The results illustrate the
overall mitigation of the UPI effect. Focusing on the temporal trends of
PM2.5 concentration, previous studies have explored the impact of
human activities during urbanization on air pollution (Hsu et al.,
2012; Boys et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2016). However,
these results are affected by the pollution in the natural background
or surrounding environments, such as biomass burning emissions
(Granier et al., 2011). In this work, we aim to analyze the urban pollution induced by human activities, without the inﬂuence of the natural
background, through the UPI phenomenon. In contrast to the overall increasing trend of PM2.5 concentration found in previous studies (Ma
et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2016), the ﬁndings of this study suggest the reduction of urban pollution in China. In addition, the reduced extent and
intensity of the urban pollution were revealed in this study for the ﬁrst
time.
Considering the impact of land use/cover on pollution concentration
distribution and the UPI phenomenon, land-use/cover change, as a direct impact of urbanization (Li et al., 2013; Fu and Weng, 2016), is an essential factor for the mitigation of UPI. As vegetation is conducive to
reduce the pollution level (Nowak et al., 2006; Salmond et al., 2013), increase of urban vegetation coverage may contributed to the mitigation
of UPI. In particular, the urban vegetation areas in cities with the UPI effect has increased by 16.09 ± 23.71 km2 on average from 2000 to 2015,
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which may be responsible for the reduction of urban pollution. Although a large proportion of artiﬁcial surfaces in urban areas have
shown signiﬁcant increasing trends of PM2.5 concentration (Han et al.,
2015), the UPII mitigation observed in our study indicates that intensiﬁed human activities during urbanization does not necessarily exacerbate overall urban PM2.5 pollution. Furthermore, our results convey
the information that larger urban expansion rates (derived from CLUD
data) and urban population are related to steeper decline of UPII in
China during 2000–2015 (Figs. 9A and S1). In addition to the more stringent emissions controls (Dong et al., 2013), this result may also be attributed to the better development of urban green spaces in these
cities (Zhao et al., 2013).
Meanwhile, similar to the fact that strong land-use/cover differences
between urban and surrounding areas can amplify the energy gradient
and decrease the areas affected by the UHI effect (Offerle et al., 2005;
Zhou et al., 2014b), a large difference can also aggravate the decay of
air pollutants (Sherwood, 2002). Our results show that the built-up proportion in the urban and suburban areas increased from 32% ± 10% and
7% ± 5% to 42% ± 10% and 10% ± 6%, respectively, during 2000–2015,
corresponding to an increase of the built-up proportion difference between urban and suburban areas from 25% ± 7% to 32% ± 7%
(Table S4), which indicates the potential contribution to the increase
of the decay rate and the decline of UPIFP. As a conclusion, the increased
urban green spaces and built-up proportion differences between urban
and suburban areas during urbanization contribute to the UPI mitigation, including both the reduction of urban pollution levels, as well as
the affected areas.
5. Conclusions
The urban particulate matter island (UPI) effect, which refers to the
phenomenon that higher particle concentrations in urban areas are
gradually attenuated to background areas, was ﬁrst deﬁned and investigated in this paper. Based on observations from 338 Chinese prefectures
during 2000–2015, we explored the existence of the UPI effect, and further investigated its spatiotemporal patterns across different city levels
and climatic zones. The following conclusions were made:
1) There is an evident UPI effect in China nationwide, owing to the difference in land-use/cover patterns between urban areas and surrounding areas under the context of rapid urbanization. In
addition, the UPI phenomenon found in this study can be viewed
as an important reference for other countries undergoing rapid
urbanization.
2) During 2000–2015, China suffered a severe UPI problem, and
showed different spatial patterns, i.e., high UPII but small UPIFP in

Fig. 8. UPII (A) and UPIFP (B) dynamics during 2000–2015. The dots represent average UPII (UPIFP) for the 184 cities with an evident UPI effect in every year. The lines were obtained by
linear ﬁtting.
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Fig. 9. Urban expansion rate and UPI decrease rate (UPII (A) and UPIFP (B)) in the different city levels and climatic zones from 2000 to 2015. The bars represent the UPII (UPIFP) decrease
rate, and the lines represent the urban expansion rate. Cities with a signiﬁcant UPI effect during the whole study period are considered.

the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, moderate UPII but large UPIFP in northern
China, the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtze River Delta, and both
high UPII and UPIFP in the Western Taiwan Straits region. Speciﬁc
measures should be taken in different regions, to mitigate the magnitude and extent of PM2.5 pollution.
3) UPI mitigation can be seen nationwide, with signiﬁcant decreasing
trends of both UPII and UPIFP, beneﬁting from the increase in
urban green spaces and the built-up proportion differences between
urban and suburban areas during urbanization. Additionally, cities
with more urban residents and faster urban expansion tend to
show steeper decline of UPII in China during 2000–2015, which
can be primarily attributed to the greater positive effects derived
from urbanization, such as the construction of urban green spaces
and more stringent emission control efforts.
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